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Abstract—Most recent works model the market structure of
the stock market as a correlation network of the stocks. They
apply pre-defined patterns to extract correlation information
from the time series of stocks. Without considering the influences
of the evolving market structure to the market index trends,
these methods hardly obtain the market structure models which
are compatible with the market principles. Advancements in
deep learning have shown their incredible modeling capacity
on various finance-related tasks. However, the learned inner
parameters, which capture the essence of the finance time series,
are not further exploited about their representation in the
financial fields. In this work, we model the financial market
structure as a deep co-investment network and propose a Deep
Co-investment Network Learning (DeepCNL) method. DeepCNL
automatically learns deep co-investment patterns between any
pairwise stocks, where the rise-fall trends of the market index
are used for distance supervision. The learned inner parameters
of the trained DeepCNL, which encodes the temporal dynamics of
deep co-investment patterns, are used to build the co-investment
network between the stocks as the investment structure of the
corresponding market. We verify the effectiveness of DeepCNL
on the real-world stock data and compare it with the existing
methods on several financial tasks. The experimental results show
that DeepCNL not only has the ability to better reflect the stock
market structure that is consistent with widely-acknowledged
financial principles but also is more capable to approximate
the investment activities which lead to the stock performance
reported in the real news or research reports than other alter-
natives.
Index Terms—Financial data mining, time series, deep learning
I. INTRODUCTION
The market structure [1] is a core issue in economics since
it can help the economist understand the dynamic patterns
in the market. Generally, the markets can be observed by a
group of time series, e.g. the stock market can be treated as
a group of varying price and volume time series. Most recent
works model the market structure as a correlation network
with the statistical methods [2] or methods based on similar
pattern matching [3]. However, since many existing works
try to model the relations between financial assets with pre-
defined patterns without considering the relationship of the
stock-level and the market-level financial time series (e.g. the
impact of the stock index on the market index trend), it is still
challenging to fully address the following aspects:
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• Prior pattern dependency: Many statistical methods
model the market structure as the time series correla-
tion network based on the prior patterns (e.g. Pearson
correlation coefficient [2]) designed by experts, and they
ignore all the other patterns that are potentially useful.
Therefore, their results may bias from the practical rules.
• Stop word bias [4]: The truly informative patterns may
be overwhelmed by the numerous frequent results which
are caused by the regular activities similar to the stop
word bias. Therefore, it is challenging to distinguish
the regular and the truly interesting patterns for these
methods.
• Evolving patterns: The market time series system is
evolving with the new data, and the co-varying patterns
between the time series are also changing. Consequently,
it may cause unexpected results when people analyze the
time series with the outmoded patterns.
To derive a financial market structure that reveals the invest-
ment activities between pairwise stocks in the market which
is hard to obtain directly, we propose a Deep Co-investment
Network Learning method, namely DeepCNL, to learn a stock
market structure that reflects co-investment activities (deep co-
investment network) via automatically learned non-linear co-
investment patterns (deep co-investment patterns). Our study
starts from a financial mechanism about the buy-sell imbalance
and the assets price. As introduced in the literature [5], there
is a positive relationship between the buy-sell pressure and the
asset price. Therefore, if the transaction prices and volumes of
two stocks have similar rise and fall patterns, there is a high
probability that these two stocks are invested together by a
same group of people. We consider this as the co-investment
activity. Since the co-investment activities cannot be observed
directly, DeepCNL captures the evidence for them through
convolution operators on the stock time series, where the
convolution kernels represent the deep co-investment patterns,
at a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) layer. Considering
the convolution kernels are learned automatically during the
training process, the obtained deep co-investment patterns do
not depend on any prior patterns and they can evolve with the
new data. With the evidence of the co-investment activities, we
represent the stock market as the deep co-investment network
that addresses all the co-investment relationships for the stocks
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in a stock market. DeepCNL is supervised by the rise-fall
trends of the index of the whole market and learns the deep
co-investment network by the inner parameters of a Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) layer that captures temporal impacts of
any pairwise stocks on the market index trends. This step also
alleviates the stop word bias issue by supervising the learned
results (both the deep co-investment patterns and network)
with the market index trends. We verify the effectiveness of
the deep co-investment network in addressing the investment
activities on the real-world data. Several financial tasks are
introduced to interpret the compatibility of the learned deep
co-investment networks from DeepCNL with widely acknowl-
edged financial principles.
In summary, the main contribution of this work including:
• We propose a Deep Co-investment Network Learning
method, namely DeepCNL, to automatically learn a co-
investment network, which reflects the intensities of the
co-investment activities for any pairwise stocks.
• DeepCNL connects the learning of the co-investment
network to the rise-fall trends of the market index. The
modeling of deep co-investment patterns and the resulting
deep co-investment network do not rely on any pre-
defined patterns.
• We build the deep co-investment network with the learned
inner parameters of DeepCNL which reveal the impacts
of the stock index on the market index trends. To the
best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to study
the relation between the co-investment activities and the
inner parameters of the deep learning model.
• We observe that DeepCNL learns a deep co-investment
network that performs consistently with known financial
principles about the investment activities.
II. PRELIMINARY
The assets usually have several attributes, e.g. the obser-
vation about a stock contains both its prices and transaction
volumes at a given time. Therefore, this work treats all the
original time series for stocks as the vector time series.
Definition 1: (Vector Time Series) A vector time se-
ries S is denoted as a sequence of real-valued vectors,
S = [S(0), S(1), ..., S(t), ...S(N)] is a RM×N matrix, where
S(t) = (ft,0, ft,1, ...ft,M−1)T is a RM vector which repre-
sents the values of the M features at the t−th time stamp,
and N is the length of S.
We simplify the term “vector time series” as “time series”,
S(t) as a scalar and S = (S(0), S(1), ..., S(t), ...S(N))T as
a RN vector for brevity in the following part. We follow the
method from Lee et al. [6] to concatenate two aligned time
series Si and Sj with length N into a R2×N matrix Ai,j .
Ai,j = [Si, Sj ]
T , (1)
where Ai,j can also be written as Ai,j = [Ai,j(0), Ai,j(1), ...,
Ai,j(N)], each Ai,j(t) = 〈Si(t), Sj(t)〉 (t ∈ [0, N − 1]) is
a dyadic tuple which represents the corresponding values of
the time series Si and Sj at the t-th time stamp. We call the
matrix Ai,j as the observation matrix for Si and Sj .
Definition 2: (Deep Co-investment Pattern) Given two
time series Si and Sj , let Ai,j be their observation matrix,
then the deep co-investment pattern between Si and Sj can be
denoted as RK×L×2 tensor C = {C0, C1, ..., CK−1}, where
each Ck (k ∈ [0,K−1]) is a RL×2 matrix which represents the
k-th co-varying latent pattern of Si and Sj in the window of
size L. K is a parameter to decide the number of the different
co-varying latent patterns.
The co-varying latent pattern is a framework to capture
the co-varying rules between two time series, and it is a
generalized form of many existing correlation measurement
methods. In our deep learning model, the co-varying latent
patterns are automatically learned during training. The bigger
the K is, the more co-varying latent patterns will be collected
by our model. According to the “buy-sell pressure” principle in
the introduction, if two stocks are invested by the same group
of investors, their feature time series (e.g. prices, volumes,
etc.) will vary analogously (with the similar rise or fall trends).
Therefore, the deep co-investment patterns can be used as the
filters to capture the clues for two stocks being frequently
invested together. We propose the deep co-investment evidence
to record the filtered clues.
Definition 3: (Deep Co-investment Evidence) Given the
observation matrix Ai,j = [Si, Sj ]T , and a deep co-investment
pattern C with the window of size L for Si and Sj ; the deep
co-investment evidence xi,j = [xi,j(0), xi,j(1), ..., xi,j(N −
L)] is a RK×(N−L+1) matrix resulted from the convolu-
tion between Ai,js and all the RL×2 co-varying pattern Ck
(k ∈ [0,K − 1]). Denote vector xi,j(t) = (x0i,j(t), x1i,j(t), ...,
xK−1i,j (t))
T , where xki,j(t) is a scalar (k ∈ [0,K − 1],
t ∈ [0, N − L]) which represents the co-investment degree
between Si and Sj at the t-th time stamp of the k-th co-
varying latent pattern. xki,j(t) can be computed as:
xki,j(t) = C
k∗[Ai,j(t), Ai,j(t+1)..., Ai,j(t+L−1)]+Bc, (2)
where ∗ is the convolution operator and Bc is the bias.
The deep co-investment evidence records the co-investor
activities which follow the deep co-investment patterns. For
example, given time series S0 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)T and S1 =
(1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0)T , the observation matrix A0,1 is:
A0,1 =
[
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 1 0
]
. (3)
Let the deep co-investment pattern C be a R2×3×2 ten-
sor C = {C0, C1}, where the co-varying patterns C0 =
[(0, 0)T , (0, 0)T , (0, 1)T ] and C1 = [(1, 1)T , (1, 1)T , (1, 0)T ]
are the R3×2 matrices, and suppose the bias is zero. Then the
deep co-investment evidence x0,1 is:
x0,1 =
[
0 1 1 0
5 4 4 5
]
. (4)
In this example, x0,1 collects the evidence both for the co-
varying latent pattern C0 and C1 in C.
We define the deep co-investment network to describe the
relationships for all dyadic combinations of the stocks being
invested together in a market.
Definition 4: (Deep Co-investment Network) The deep
co-investment network is a weighted undirected graph G =
〈V,E,W 〉, where the node set V represents all the stocks
in the market, and the edge set E represents the deep co-
investment relationships between any two stocks. The weight
vector W = (w0,1, ..., wi,j , ..., w|V |,|V |−1)T represents the co-
investment intensities between the two stocks, where a large
weight, wi,j (∀i, j ∈ V, i 6= j) indicates the trends that the
investors spend more money on the stock i and j together.
Generally, the transactions between the stocks and investors
can be modeled as a bipartite graph. In addition, if the data are
available, an oracle co-investment network can be computed
by a one-mode projection with the transactions between the
stocks and investors. However, since the transaction records
are hard to collect for many reasons (e.g. legal, privacy, or
technical issues), we construct the deep co-investment network
indirectly by the deep co-investment evidence and the market
index data.
The rise or fall of the market index is caused by the
aggregated investment activities from the stocks in that market.
Consequently, given the deep co-investment evidence for all
the dyadic stock combinations, the deep co-investment net-
work learning problem can be formalized as follows.
Definition 5: (Deep Co-investment Network Learning)
Suppose V is the set of all the stocks in a market, all the
stock time series in V are aligned with length N , and the
window size for the deep co-investment pattern is L. X =
{x0,1, x0,2, ..., x|V |−1,|V |} is a R(
|V |
2 )×K×(N−L) tensor, where
xi,j is the deep co-investment evidence for the stock time se-
ries Si and Sj in V . X(t) = [x0,1(t), x0,2(t), ...x|V |−1,|V |(t)]
is a R(
|V |
2 )×K matrix, and it is the deep co-investment evidence
for all the dyadic combinations of the stocks at the t-th time
stamp. Let Y be a binary time series which representing the
rise or fall trends of the market index, our goal is to estimate
the optimal weight vector W for the deep co-investment
network G = 〈V,E,W 〉 which can maximize the probability
of computing Y given the deep co-investment evidence. It can
be formalized as the following.
argmax
W
N−L∏
t=0
p(Y (t+ L)|R(t), ..., R(t+ L− 1)), (5)
where Y (t) is the value of Y at the t-th time stamp. R(t) is a
R(
|V |
2 ) vector and it can be computed as the follow equation:
R(t) =WX(t)T +BR, (6)
where BR is a R(
|V |
2 ) bias vector.
With the aforementioned notations, the co-investment ev-
idence xi,j(t) records the co-investment activities by the
investors and wi,j is the co-investment intensities on the stock
i and j by the investors. While the weight wi,j is directly
related to the money spent on the stock i and j by the investors
with the fixed co-investment evidence. Furthermore, as the
market index (aggregate index price movement) is directly
correlated to the total fund flow (or invested money) [7], it is
correlated to the sum of co-investment intensities (or weights)
for all the stocks. Therefore, only the correct co-investment
intensities for all the corresponding pairs of the stocks lead to
the real market index when the corresponding co-investment
evidence is converged after the optimization process, and thus,
supervised by the market index, we can learn the effective co-
investment intensity for each pair of stocks.
Since solving this problem would require trying different
weight values on all dyadic combinations of the time series,
it is an NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem. We
propose a deep learning model solution by applying the GPU
to speed up the computation.
III. OUR FRAMEWORK
We propose the Deep Co-investment Network Learning
(DeepCNL) framework, as shown in Figure 1, the DeepCNL
Figure 1. The framework of DeepCNL
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model combines a convolution layer, a general RNN layer,
and a rise-fall trends supervision layer. (1) The convolution
layer enumerates all the dyadic combinations of the time
series and concatenate every pair of time series i and j
(∀i, j ∈ V, i 6= j) to a set of the observation matrices
D = {A0,1, A0,2, ..., A|V−1|,|V |}, and computes all the deep
co-investment evidence for the observation matrices through
a convolution layer; (2) the general RNN layer gets all the
deep co-investment evidence input into a
(|V |
2
)
-channel RNN
with each deep co-investment evidence xi,j corresponding a
specific input channel, and outputs a single predicted real-
valued sequence; (3) In the rise-fall trends supervision layer,
DeepCNL measure the loss between the predicted sequence
from the RNN layer and the target rise-fall sequence Y and
apply the back propagation methods to optimize the param-
eters. (4) DeepCNL learns the deep co-investment network
with the learned inner weights of RNN after the training with
the supervision of the rise-fall trends. The obtained deep co-
investment network can be applied to various financial tasks.
A. Convolution Layer
The convolution layer [8] is a critical part of DeepCNL to
trace the deep co-investment patterns between two time series.
Since our model aims to capture a full spectrum of deep co-
investment patterns and computes the result sequences which
should align to the market index time series with the rise-fall
pattern, it uses the convolution layer directly without any down
sampling methods [9].
Algorithm 1: Convolution computation process
Data: stock set of the market V , deep co-investment pattern C, bias Bc
Result: deep co-investment evidence tensor X = {x0,1, x0,2, ..., x|V |−1,|V |}
begin
X ← φ
D = {A0,1, A0,2, ..., A|V−1|,|V |} ←enumerate(V )
for ∀Ai,j ∈ D do
for ∀Ck ∈ C do /* analyze all K co-varying latent
patterns */
for t = 1 to N do
/* Apply equation (2) to compute x
k
i,j */
xki,j(t)← Ck ∗ [Ai,j(t), ..., Ai,j(t+ L− 1)] + Bc
end
end
X ←concatenate(X,Ai,j )
end
Output X = {x0,1, x0,2, ..., x|V |,|V |−1}
end
With the notations in Definition 2, the computation process
of our convolution layer is designed in Algorithm 1, where
the function “enumerate(V )” generates all the dyadic com-
binations from V , and “concatenate(∗)” appends the newly
computed Ai,j to the end of the first dimension of X at each
iteration. One should note that all the convolutions share the
same Ck during different sliding time windows. Therefore,
this methods captures the global co-investment structure for
all the stocks with the same deep co-investment pattern. Since
the algorithm 1 needs to enumerate the complete dyadic
combinations, its complexity is O(|V |2 × |C| ×N).
B. General RNN Layer
The deep co-investment network learning is a “n to 1”
sequence learning task which means to learn a single-feature
sequence given a multi-feature sequence (such as the vector
time series). This conforms to the scene which predicts the
rise or fall trends of the market index based on the former
observations of the stock indices in a market. As illustrated
in the Figure 1, we apply a general multi-feature recurrent
neural network framework for the sequence learning task. The
RNN framework has the flexibility to adopt the basic RNN
[10], the long-short memory recurrent neural network (LSTM)
[11], the gated recurrent neural network (GRU-RNN) [12] or
any other RNNs according to the tradeoff of performance and
accuracy. Our RNN layer consists of the RNN framework with(|V |
2
)
input channels, and it computes a score that indicates
the rise-fall trend with the process in Algorithm 2, where the
function concatenate(∗) is the same function as Algorithm 1 to
concatenate the vectors, and the function RNN(X(t), h(t−1))
is a general RNN framework which computes the output value
from the new input X(t) and its last hidden state h(t − 1).
Algorithm 2: RNN computation process
Data: deep co-investment evidence X = {x0,1, x0,2, ..., x|V |−1,|V |}, initial
parameters for RNNs, weight W for the deep co-investment network and
bias BR, window size L, and the weights α and bias β for the “K to 1”
linear layer
Result: A rise-false score time series Y ′
begin
Y ′ ← φ, h(L− 2)← 0 /* initialize the output and
hidden state */
for ∀t ∈ [L− 1, N − 1] do
Out(t), h(t)← RNN(X(t), h(t− 1))
Y ′(t)← αOut(t)T + β /* the "K to 1" linear layer
*/
Y ′ ← concatenate(Y ′, Y ′(t))
end
Output Y ′ = (Y ′(L− 1), Y ′(L), ..., Y ′(N − 1))T
end
Since the deep co-investment evidence tensor contains the
evidence for K co-varying latent patterns, the RNN output
is a RK vector. Therefore, we use a “K to 1” linear layer to
convert the RNN output to a scalar output Y ′(t), and Y ′(t) is
the score which represents the rise-fall trend considering all
the deep co-investment evidence in the former window. The
RNN in Algorithm 2 needs to process the deep co-investment
evidence for all the time stamps, and thus its time complexity
is O(N).
C. Training with Rise-fall Trends
We connect the deep co-investment network learning with
the rise-fall trends of the market index with the softmax [13]
method. We preprocess the target market index into a binary
time series Y = (Y (0), Y (1), ..., Y (N))T , where Y (t) = 0
or 1, 1 and 0 represents the rise and fall trend of the market
index from the last value respectively, and the classification
score gt of Y ′ can be computed by:
gt = 〈 e
Y ′(t)
1 + eY ′(t)
,
1
1 + eY ′(t)
〉, (7)
where t is the time stamp, the element gt(0) = e
Y ′(t)
1+eY ′(t)
and
gt(1) =
1
1+eY ′(t)
represents the degree of rise and fall trends
respectively. Our loss function is defined as follows.
Loss(Y ′, Y ) =
1
N
N∑
t=0
log(
egt(Y (t))
egt(0) + egt(1)
) + λ||θ||F , (8)
where λ||θ||F is the Frobenius norm for all the parameters
θ. It is convenient to compute the derivation to this loss, and
thus, we apply the back propagation methods with Adam [14]
optimizer to train DeepCNL.
From Equation (5) and (6), one can note that Y ′ can also
be computed through a map of WX(t)T + BR, where the
X(t) is the deep co-investment evidence at the t-th time stamp
(t ∈ [0, N −L]), W is the weights for the deep co-investment
network, and L is the size for the time window. Since Y ′ can
also be obtained by Algorithm 2 of DeepCNL, we can infer
that our loss function actually helps optimizing the weight W
during the training of DeepCNL. The experiments shows that
this inference is correct, and the weight W estimated with the
learned inner parameters of DeepCNL positively related to the
real co-investment relations for the stocks.
D. Network Learning
We use LSTM [15] to estimate the weight wi,j (∀i, j ∈ V )
for the deep co-investment network in this work. This process
can also use any different version of RNN according to the
application. The output h(t) of LSTM is computed as:
h(t) = o(t) tanh(c(t)), (9)
where the o(t) is the output gate and c(t) is the cell value,
and they can be calculated as:
o(t) = δ(W iox(t) +Bio +Whoh(t− 1) +Bho), (10)
c(t) = f(t)c(t− 1) + i(t)g(t), (11)
where function δ(∗) is the sigmoid function, W io is the
weights from the input to the output gate, and Who is
the weights between the hidden states. Bio and Bho are
the corresponding biases. The f(t) and i(t) are the forget
gate and the input gate respectively, and g(t) is the hidden
representation for the inputs. They can be obtained by the
following equations:
f(t) = δ(W ifx(t) +Bif +Whfh(t− 1) +Bhf ), (12)
i(t) = δ(W iix(t) +Bii +Whih(t− 1) +Bhi), (13)
g(t) = tanh(W igx(t) +Big +Whgh(t− 1) +Bhg), (14)
where W if , W ii and W ig are the weights from the input to
the forget gate, input gate and the input hidden representation
respectively. Bif , Bii and Big are the corresponding biases.
Whf , Whi and Whg are the weights between the hidden
states. Bhf , Bhi and Bhg are the biases. We design the LSTM
version weight as:
wi,j =
H−1∑
l=0
(wiii,j(l) + w
ig
i,j(l) + w
io
i,j(l)), (15)
where wiii,j(l), w
ig
i,j(l), and w
io
i,j(l) are the weights of the input
gate, the input hidden representation, and the output gate for
xi,j at the l-th hidden state on the LSTM.
Discussion about the weight estimation. As one can
observe from in Equation (15), the weights for the deep
co-investment network are computed by adding up all the
weights of the new input gates (e.g. the input to hidden, input
gate, etc.), since these weights collect the positive impacts of
the deep co-investment evidence on the market index. Thus
the estimated weights for the deep co-investment network
indicate the total positive impacts from the deep co-investment
evidence to the market index. Then the final estimated weight
wi,j reveals the impact of xi,j (for stock i and j) on the
market index sequence. Therefore, the estimated weights will
keep a relative deterministic partial order after the training
by referring to their corresponding impacts. We verify this
intuitive inference in the experiment.
Network generation. As it is described in the former
sections, we obtain a weight for every dyadic combination
of the stocks. If the final network gets too many edges, it
will be a useless dense graph. This is a common issue in
the graph learning tasks [16]. We design a graph generator
framework, applying the “Occam’s Razor law”, we first sort
all the combinations by the weights in the descending order.
And then, we add a small proportion, which we called rare
ratio γ, of edges into the final graph. This is also a similar
process as the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure [17] which aims
to alleviate the multiple comparisons problem for a set of
statistical tests when treating the weight estimation for each
edge as an independent statistical test.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Datasets
We compare our methods with other existing methods on
the S&P 500 dataset. Its details are shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Dataset statistics
Property S&P500
Total instants 851,264
Company number 470
Combination number 110,215
Feature number 5
Time stamps 1,200
Start date 2010-01-04
End date 2016-12-30
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This dataset is obtained from a competition targeting on the
stock price predicting1. This dataset of S&P 500 consists of
470 famous companies since the varying of the components
over the years. The 5 features are “open, high, low, close”
prices and the volumes for the stocks. We use the time series of
the ticker “SPY” as the target Y for this ETF precisely tracks
the market index of S&P 500. The combination number in
Figure 2 is the number of dyadic combinations for the stocks
in a market. One can note that, although the original data is
not big, the combination number is over 100,000. This means
that our model needs to apply the learning process through
110, 215 time series where each has over 1, 200 timestamps (6
years). To capture both long-term and short-term dynamics, we
choose one year as the interval and apply the learning process
of DeepCNL model on data within one year.
B. Experiment Settings and Benchmark
Our experiments consist of five parts. First, we verify the
effectiveness of DeepCNL on the task about the investment
density. Second, we compare DeepCNL with other existing
methods on the tasks related to the financial influence. Third,
we show the capability of DeepCNL to capture the annual
evolving patterns from real data. What’s more, we analyze
the training process and the correctness of different DeepCNL
implementations. Last but not least, we analyze the scalability
of all mentioned methods. Since the result in IV.F shows that
DeepCNL implemented with LSTM performances the best of
all the RNNs, we use the LSTM version of DeepCNL for all
the comparison experiments.
1https://www.kaggle.com/dgawlik/nyse
In our experiments, we set the number of hidden state to
256, the number of hidden layers to 2 for all different RNN
implementations of DeepCNL, and we set the number of co-
varying latent patterns K to 16 for DeepCNL. The methods
used for comparison including:
• Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC). The PCC is the
most common method to analyze the correlation relation-
ships for the time series [2].
• Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [18]. DTW is a dynamic
similarity measure method on the time series. It can
compare the time series adaptively and does not need
to select the features or align the time series manually.
• Visibility graph and WL kernel-based method (VWL).
We propose VWL to compare the time series through the
graph kernel methods. Visibility graph [19] can transform
a single time series as a graph. Based on this idea, we
transform all the time series into the graphs, and we
apply a graph kernel, Weisfeiler-Lehman kernel [20], to
compare the similarities between the stocks.
We preprocess the original data with a min-max normal-
ization method. The edge weights of the found networks
for each method (we simplified DeepCNL as DNL in all
the experiments) are computed as the following: DNL uses
the deep co-investment network weights; DTW computes the
DTW distance d between two time series, and then use the
1/(d + 1) as the edge weights; PCC obtains the weights by
computing the Pearson correlation coefficient between two
time series (with p-value< 0.01); VWL generates the visibility
graph for each time series, and computes the similarities
between the graphs through WL kernel as the edge weights.
Our prototype system2 is implemented with Pytorch.
C. Analysis on Investment Intensity
Since the edges of the deep co-investment network re-
veal the relationships that two stocks are invested together
by a same group of people, the investment intensity for a
group of stocks can be measured by the edge density of the
corresponding deep co-investment network. To verify if the
learned networks capture the practical investment activities, we
compare the edge densities of the subgraphs from the learned
networks with DeepCNL and PCC. Each subgraph is related
to a ETF which contains a subset of all the component stocks
of S&P 500. The ETFs we used including: the Guggenheim
Russell top 50 mega ETF (ticker: “XLG”) containing the
select top 50 big companies in S&P 500; the S&P 100 index
(ticker: “OEX”) containing the select top 100 big companies
in S&P 500; ishares Russell top 200 index (ticker: “IWL”)
containing the select top 200 big companies in S&P 500.
The XLG’s component set is the subset of OEX’s component
set, and the OEX’s component set is the subset of IWL’s
component set. That is, if people invest OEX, they will also
invest the component stocks in the XLG, and if people invest
IWL, they will also invest the component stocks in XLG
and OEX. Since the deep co-investment describes the relation
2https://github.com/hkharryking/deepcnl
when two stocks are invested by same group of people, the
bigger the edge density for one subgraph, the more invested
activities are captured in it. We compare the average edge
densities for the subgraphs from the annual deep co-investment
networks obtained by 5 independent trials for each year’s
data, and we set the γ = 0.001 for DeepCNL and PCC. The
results are shown in Figure 4, where the postfixes “i”,“g”,“o”,
and “f” refers to the weights of the input gate, the input
hidden representation, the output gate and forget gate of the
LSTM respectively. For example, DNL-igo refers to learning
the network weight of the deep co-investment network with
Equation (15). Figure 4 also illustrates the results of other
implementations of DeepCNL with adding up the weights of
the corresponding gates. It can be clearly observed that the
edge densities for the subgraphs of XLG are the biggest,
and the edge densities for the subgraphs of IWL are the
smallest for the results of DNL-igo. Since the investment
activities on a ETF will accumulate to its subset ETFs, the
edge density for the subgraph of ETF will be smaller than the
edge density for any subgraph of its subset ETF. The edge
density result of DNL-igo consistently coincides with the
order “XLG>OEX>IWL”, which justifies the effectiveness
of using the inner parameters of RNN to represent the co-
investment relations in Section III.D. Therefore, DNL-igo
learns the deep co-investment network which reveals the real
market structure and we use it in all the remaining experiments
(we omit the suffix “igo”).
D. Consistency with Practical Financial Principles
We provide two subtasks to further verify if the learned
networks capture the practical financial principles: (1) we
analyze the financial influence of the top 10 degree nodes from
the learned networks, and (2) whether the learned networks
captures the investment activities which lead to the stock
performance in the real news.
Since the S&P 500 index is capitalization-weighted, its
component stocks with higher market capitalization have the
bigger impact on the index value than those with small
market capitalizations3. Therefore, we use the average market
capitalization as the metric to measure the financial influence
of the found stocks. In social network field, the high-degree
method is a non-stochastic metric for identifying the influence
of a selected node set [21]. That is, given a fixed node set
in a social network, its influence is measured by the sum of
the degrees of its nodes. Consequently, our first comparison
is made among the average market capitalizations of the 10
top degree nodes of the networks respectively. Since DTW
and VWL are not able to scale up to data of this scale, we
compare the methods by first sorting all the stock symbols in
alphabetic order, and then comparing the four methods with
the first 50, 100, 150, and 200 stock time series. We also
compare DTW and DNL on all the 470 stocks. We learn the
networks with the annual split data during the 6 years and
compute the top degree nodes from the learned networks. We
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S&P 500 Index#Weighting
Figure 4. Comparison on the edge densities. The solid lines are the results which conform to the order “XLG>OEX>IWL” and the dash lines are the results
which violate the order “XLG>OEX>IWL”.
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set the rare ratio γ = 0.02 for the experiments with 200 or
fewer stocks, and γ = 0.002 for the experiments with 470
stocks. The results are reported in Table I . We can observe
TABLE I
COMPARISON ON MARKET CAP. (USD BN)
Stock num. DNL PCC DTW VWL
50 134.0±39.3 90.1±49.4 35.8±5.3 57.1±42.1
100 132.3±38.6 70.3±39.1 42.9±11.8 50.3±40.1
150 169.0±61.3 62.1±32.7 35.4±7.9 NA
200 176.1±56.9 63.0±34.4 38.4±6.9 NA
470 223.1±67.7 67.0±35.8 NA NA
from Table I that DNL beats all the other methods on the
average market capitalizations, while PCC performs the
best among the baselines. Furthermore, the influence of the
top stocks from PCC is decreasing with the number of stocks,
while the influence of the top stocks from DNL is increasing.
This shows that DNL captures the deep co-investment patterns
correctly, and it alleviates the stop word bias by getting more
global rules than others. To further compare the DNL with
the best baseline PCC, we collected the news about “annual
best 10 performing S&P 500 stocks”4 during the year 2010
to 2016. These news reports ranked the stocks according to
their returns. The performance of the stocks has a positive
relationship with the real-world investment activities. That
is, the higher frequency a stock is invested, the better its
performance will be. Therefore, we use the ranked lists of the
top-performing stocks as another benchmark to test that how
similar the obtained networks conform with the investment
activities from people. We list the covered (blue) stocks by
the learned network of DNL in Table II , and we compare
TABLE II
THE COVERED (BLUE) ANNUAL TOP 10 PERFORMING STOCKS BY THE
LEARNED NETWORK OF DEEPCNL
Rank 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
1 NFLX COG HW NFLX LUV NFLX NVDA
2 FFIV EP DDD MU EA AMZN OKE
3 CMI ISRG REGN BBY EW ATVI FCX
4 AIG MA LL DAL AGN NVDA CSC
5 ZION BIIB PHM CELG MNK CVC AMAT
6 HBAN HUM MHO BSX AVGO HRL PWR
7 AKAM CMG AHS GILD GMCR VRSN NEM
8 PCLN PRGO VAC YHOO DAL RAI SE
9 WFMI OKS S HPQ RCL SBUX BBY
10 Q ROST EXH LNC MNST FSLR CMI
the coverage of the best 10 performing stocks for the stocks
4e.g. http://www.nasdaq.com/article/5-best-performing-sp-500-stocks-of-
2014-analyst-blog-cm425786
in the obtained networks of DNL and PCC in Figure 3. We
can see from Figure 3, DNL covers more top-performing
stocks than PCC, and thus DNL captures more clues of the
investment activities than PCC.
E. Discovering the Evolving Co-investment Patterns
In this experiment, we show the capability of DeepCNL
(DNL) to capture the evolving deep co-investment patterns. We
learn the annual deep co-investment networks by DNL from
the year 2010 to 2013 with γ = 0.001 and extract the biggest
connected components from the corresponding networks. The
result of DNL is shown in Figure 5 (c-f) and we also show the
learned networks (from the year 2010 to 2011) by PCC with
the same parameters in Figure 5 (a) and (b) as the comparison.
We can observe that the obtained connected components by
Figure 5. The biggest connected components in the annual deep co-investment
networks learned by DNL and PCC with γ = 0.001
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DNL keep a relatively stable structure although the co-
investment patterns are evolving annually and this indicates
that our method captures the effective evolving co-investment
patterns. What’s more, we further find out that the results of
DNL in Figure 5 cover 60% of the top stocks mentioned by
the news reports found in the related study [22]. This shows
that our result follows the financial rule about the positive
correlation between the transaction volume of a stock and the
number of times that it is mentioned in the news media [23].
As a comparison, the results of PCC hardly capture any useful
stable structure related to the mentioned studies.
We also observe that the distances between the high degree
nodes (stocks) of DNL’s results in Figure 5 match the dis-
coveries of several financial studies [24] [25] [26]. To further
analyze the captured co-investment rules by DNL, we compute
the yearly average distance between the common high degree
nodes (stocks) for the obtained connected components of DNL
and list the results in Table III . Especially, in Table III , we
find that the average distance between the “AAPL” (Apple)
and “BAC” (Bank of America) is the shortest with the smallest
standard deviation. This result coincides the most invested
stocks in the mutual funds [24], the most co-occurrences
stocks in the financial reviews [25] and the ranking result of
the stock correlation study [26].
TABLE III
THE AVERAGE DISTANCES FOR THE COMMON HIGH DEGREE NODES
BAC AAPL BSX DAL RF F
BAC 1.5±0.5 1.8±0.8 2.0±1.0 2.5±1.1 2.0±0.7
AAPL 2.5±1.5 2.5±1.2 3.8±0.8 2.5±0.9
BSX 3.3±0.7 3.8±1.2 3.3±0.7
DAL 3.0±0.7 2.3±1.3
RF 2.8±1.8
F
V. CONCLUSION
This work learns the co-investment relations for the stocks
in the market with the deep co-investment network learning
model. Its main contribution is to learn the co-investment
relationships which address the impact of the market index
trends and link the practical financial rules to the inner
parameters of the proposed deep learning model (DeepCNL).
The experimental results on the real-world stock data show
that DeepCNL learns the effective deep co-investment network
that performs consistently with known financial principles
on various tasks. This verifies that our model captures the
dynamic relationship between the stock-level index and the
market-level index.
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